COOKIE POLICY
OF
TEN SQUARE GAMES

Thank you for playing the games of Ten Square Games.
This Cookie Policy describes the types of cookies that we and our partners apply when you visit or use Ten Square Games Services.

This Cookie Policy applies to Ten Square Games’ S.A., headquartered in Wroclaw, Poland, and its subsidiaries’: Play Cool Zombie Sport Games sp. z o.o., Tiny Dragon Adventure Games sp. z o.o., Fat Lion Games sp. z o.o. (hereinafter together referred to as “Ten Square Games”), mobile and online services in the form of our mobile and web-based applications, our website (www.tensquaregames.com) and its subdomains, our pages or presence on third party websites (e.g., Facebook) and other platforms, websites products, offers and services that we offer from time to time, all of which together we refer as “Services” or the “Service”. This Cookie Policy does not apply to third parties we do not own or control.

Our Cookie Policy should be read in conjunction with the Private Policy.
We provide notice of and a link to this Cookie Policy in the footer of each page of the Website and within other Services.

CONTACT US

If you have questions about our Cookie Policy, we encourage you to primarily contact us through the Service so we can reply to you more quickly.

Below you find our identity and the contact details of TSG.
If you would like to write to us via e-mail, please use: dpo@tensquaregames.com

Name: Ten Square Games S.A.
Address: Długosza 60, 51162 Wrocław, Poland
Registered at: National Court Register - register of entrepreneurs kept by the District Court for Wrocław - Fabryczna in Wrocław, VI Commercial Division of the National Court Register KRS number: 0000704863
tax ID (NIP) No.: 8982196752
REGON statistical No.: 021744780
Share capital of 724.124,50 PLN (fully paid up)

Name: Play Cool Zombie Sport Games sp. z o.o
Address: Długosza 60, 51162 Wrocław, Poland
Registered at: National Court Register - register of entrepreneurs kept by the District Court for Wrocław - Fabryczna in Wrocław, VI Commercial Division of the National Court Register KRS number: 0000580667
tax ID (NIP) No.: 8982214450
REGON statistical No.: 362748821
Share capital of 5,000 PLN (fully paid up)
WHAT IS COOKIE

Cookies are small pieces of data (often text files) that are placed on your computer or device when you visit our Services. Cookies are used to make online services work or operate more efficiently, as well as to provide us with some information about your experiences within Our Services.

For the purpose of this Cookie Policy, we use the term “cookies” also to name other technologies, such as mobile identifier, which are designated to collect information about your use of Services.

WHY ARE COOKIES USED IN OUR SERVICES

Cookies are used to identify you and other Users and match historical data collected during previous visits to the Services. This helps to analyze, improve and secure the Services and to personalize content and features and tailor and measure ads, both on and off the Services.

Whilst the cookies used on the Services change from time to time as we improve and update the Services, they generally fall into the initial categories listed below.

CATEGORIES OF COOKIES

- Essential/Strictly necessary cookies - these cookies are essential to the operation of the Services. They enable you to move around Services and use Services’ features, such as accessing secure areas of the Services. They help us to verify your account and keep you logged in as you navigate through the Services. As the name implies, they are essential to the Services’ functionality and cannot be disabled by users.
- Analytical/Performance cookies - these cookies are used to enhance the performance of our Services, but are not essential to their use. They track your activity on our Services so we can better understand how our Services are being
accessed and used. For example, they help us understand and analyse which Services are the most frequently visited, identify when you may encounter difficulties and identify ways to improve. These cookies don’t collect information that identifies a user, however, if you have a registered account in our Services, the information collected by using performance cookies may be associated with your registered account.

- **Functionality cookies** - these cookies allow to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. They help us show you appropriate options and display customized content accordingly when you return to our Services. For example by remembering your region and language, our Services may be displayed in your local language. We may also use these cookies to capture your preferred visual settings (such as text size). Our functionality cookies collect anonymous information; however, if you have a registered account in our Services, the information collected by us using our functionality cookies may be associated with your registered account. These cookies are not necessary to use our Services, however without them certain functionality may become unavailable.

- **Targeting or Advertising cookies** - these cookies are used to deliver adverts more relevant to you and your interests. They are also used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement as well as help measure the effectiveness of the advertising campaigns. Targeted advertising cookies collect anonymous information; however, if you have a registered account in our Services, the information collected using targeted advertising cookies may be associated with your registered account.

**THIRD PARTY SERVICES**

We may engage partners to help us better understand and analyse how you interact with Services. These companies may set and read their own tracking technologies to gather info about your online activities across Services. Our partners may also use cookies for the purpose of sending you notifications within a Service. We also may feature advertising within our Services and allow third-party advertisers to place their performance cookies on your device through their advertisements displayed within Services. The information these third-party cookies collect is used to determine which advertisements to display within Services, how often to display them, and in which locations of Services advertisements perform best. Our partners may collect and use information about you, such as your Service session activity, device ID, MAC address, IMEI, geo-location information, IP address. Our policies do not cover the use of tracking tools from third parties and do not refer to the data processing by them. We do not have access or control over these third parties. Please refer to the privacy policies of our partners for information on how they act, especially within the field of data processing.


**HOW CAN I MANAGE COOKIES**

Most web browsers are initially configured to accept all cookies. You can prevent
cookies (disable and delete them) by changing your browser settings accordingly at any time. The help function on most browsers contains instructions on how to set your browser to notify you before accepting cookies or disable cookies entirely. Likewise, most mobile devices allow you to disable the collection of geo-location information from your mobile device by changing your privacy settings. It is possible that some functions will not be available in our Services when the use of cookies is deactivated.

**UPDATES**

We may periodically update this Cookie Policy by posting a new version on tensquaregames.com. If we make any material changes, we will notify you by posting a notice in the Service prior to the change becoming effective. Your continued use of the Service after the effective date will be subject to the new Cookie Policy.